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	 player	ships	
	 Ships sink and capture  
 targets on behalf of the  
 player controlling them. 

Allegiances of players are differentiated by the 
color of the ship (red/green/purple/yellow). 

 player	ship	levels	
	 A ship’s level is determined  
 by the number on the flag  
 positioned on the ship. 
  A ship’s level determines its 
sink/capture defenses and how many dice it 
rolls when attacking/returning fire. Players 
place these on the back mast of their ships to 
designate its level.  
See individual player sheets for full stats. 

	 upgrading	levels 
 To gain a level, a ship must  
 successfully attack a target  
 during the controlling 
 player’s turn.

Only a successful attack allows the player to  
upgrade the ship a maximum of 1 level during 
their upgrade phase. Ships do not gains levels 
for successfully returning fire. 

	 ship	movement	
	 Ships can only move 
 during their turn, during 
 Step 2 of their 
 Turn Sequence. 

Each ship may move once, up to 5 hexagons, 
in any direction. 

Ships cannot move through territories, ships, 
sharks, squids, or unexplored destinations. 
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	 attack dice 
 The	number	of	dice	rolled	
	 by	a	player	when	attacking	
	 a	target.			
	 See	player	sheets	for	full	stats.	

	 return fire dice 
 The	number	of	dice	rolled		
	 by	a	player	when	returning		
	 fire	against	an	attacking	ship.	

 sink defense 
 If	a	player	rolls	enough	
	 hits	to	meet	or	exceed	this	
	 number	while	attacking		
	 or	returning	fire,	the	
	 ship	/	squid	/	shark	
	 is	sunk	and	removed		
	 from	the	game.	

 capture defense 
 If	a	player	rolls	enough	hits		
	 to	meet	or	exceed	this	
	 number	while	attacking,		
	 the	ship/privateer/territory	
may	be	captured	and	immediately	placed	
under	the	victor’s	control.	

If	a	ship	is	captured,	the	victor	takes	control	of	
the	ship	by	replacing	the	enemy	ship	with	a	ship	
of	their	color.	The	captured	ship’s	level	remains	
the	same.	

game pieces: player ships
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game pieces: miscellaneous

	 dice	
	 Players roll these dice when 
  attacking/returning fire.

 Players may also roll these  
 dice when instructed to 
 do so by Maneuvers. 
 
 
 territory	&	
	 draw	markers	
	 Players place these atop   
 territories they’ve 
 successfully attacked 
 and conquered.

Players also place these on the remaining 
Draw Phases icons found on some Territory 
Maneuvers. This helps players keep track of 
how many draw phases remain until they can 
redraw their maneuver.  
 
	 destinations	
	 Territories, sharks, squids, 
 and privateers are all 
 designated as unexplored  
 destinations until a player  
 “explores” the destination  
 by flipping the piece over. 
 Learn more on page 3. 
 
 exploding	squids	
	 A special piece, used in 
 executing the Exploding 
 Squids Maneuver.

player sheets 
A cheat sheet that shows steps in a player’s turn 
sequence, stats for ships/targets/territories, 
and engagement order of operations.

deck maneuvers 
These maneuvers can only be 
drawn by achieving  victory 
in combat. Once played and 
resolved these maneuvers go 
into a single discard pile. 
Learn more on page 5.

territory maneuvers 
Each territory has a single  
corresponding territory 
maneuver. These maneuvers 
can only be drawn by 
achieving a victory against the 
corresponding territory. 
Learn more on page 6.

explore & expand 
The rules for Explore & 
Expand are in effect until 
the Take No Prisoners 
card is revealed. 
Learn more on page 12.

take no prisoners 
The rules for Take No  
Prisoners immediately go 
into effect once it is drawn.

This card is placed into the 
maneuver deck at the start of 
the game. Its starting  
position in the maneuver 
deck depends on the amount 
of players playing the game.

If a player draws  
Take No Prisoners, they  
must reveal it to all players 
and draw a replacement. 
Learn more on page 12.

miss

hit
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sharks & squids 
Sharks and squids cannot move, 
and remain in place  
until a player successfully 
attacks them.

sink defense 
When being attacked, if 
a player rolls 2 hits,  
the shark/squid is sunk  
and must be removed  
from the game.

return fire dice 
Sharks/squids cannot  
return fire.

victory rewards 
Sinking a squid/shark will 
yield 1 maneuver during the 
victorious player’s draw phase, 
as well as 1 level upgrade for the 
victorious ship.

privateers 
These ships remain in place 
until a player successfully 
attacks it.
sink defense 
When being attacked,  
if a player rolls 2 hits,  
the privateer must be sunk. 
If sunk, the ship is  
removed from the game.
capture defense 
When being attacked,  
if a player rolls 4 hits,  
the Privateer may be captured.* 
Captured Privateers  
immediately become a 
Level 5 ship of the victor’s color. 

Captured Privateers cannot 
move or attack until the victor’s  
next turn.

*Players have the option to sink 
a privateer even if they roll  
4 hits or more.
return fire dice 
Privateers cannot return fire.

victory rewards 
Sinking a Privateer will yield 1 
maneuver during the victorious 
player’s draw phase, as well as 1 
level upgrade for the victorious 
ship.

Capturing a Privateer yields  
1 level upgrade for the victorious 
ship, but no maneuvers  
during the victorious player’s 
draw phase.

game pieces: destinations • live targets
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territories 
Territories are land that players discover 
during the game.

Newly discovered territories begin in an 
uncontrolled state.

Capturing a territory allows the victorious 
player to draw its territory-specific maneuver  
during their draw phase (Player Turn 
Sequence, Step 7).

Once a player has a territory maneuver in 
their hand, they may unleash the maneuver.

Unlike Deck Maneuvers, Territory  
Maneuvers can be redrawn, though some 
require waiting 3 turns to do so (Player Turn 
Sequence, Step 7).  

territory types 
There are 11 unique territories in the game, 
each with a unique Territory Maneuver.

fisherman’s 
harbor

loot 
cavern

siren’s 
lagoon

lighthouse

scavenger’s 
shipyard

pirate 
cove

rum 
cache

munitions 
armory

naval 
academy

mercenary 
port

scallywag 
prison

uncontrolled 
uncontrolled capture defense 
No player has captured the territory. 

When being attacked, if a player rolls 2 hits, 
the territory is captured, and the victorious 
player must place their colored marker on the 
territory, immediately placing it under their 
control.

uncontrolled return fire dice 
Uncontrolled territories cannot return fire.

player-controlled 
player-controlled capture defense 
A player controls the territory; designated by 
the colored marker placed on it.

When being attacked, if a player rolls 4 hits,  
the territory is captured, the victorious player 
removes the previous owner’s markers and 
places their own colored marker on the territory, 
immediately placing it under their control.

They also steal the Territory Maneuver from 
the previous owner, during their draw phase. 
(Player Turn Sequence, Step 7).  
Any remaining draw phases are removed.
player controlled return fire dice 
When returning fire, an occupied territory 
must roll, at minimum, 6 dice.

game pieces: destinations • territories
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general rules

game pieces: maneuvers

required 
ship level

maneuver name

when playable

instructions

maneuver type

required ship level   
To play any Deck Maneuver, a player must 
control at least 1 ship meeting or exceeding 
the required ship level of the card. 

This number can be found in the  
top left hand corner of every 
Deck Maneuver. 

highest ship is sunk/captured 
A player may utilize a ship’s level to play  
Engagement and Aftermath Maneuvers 
until the battle is concluded.

no doubles 
An individual player may not play identical 
Maneuvers during Engagement phases or 
Aftermath phases. 

hand limit 
There is none. Play wisely.

how to play 
Players unleash a Maneuver by reading the 
affects aloud to the other players and following 
its instructions. 

play limit 
The player taking their turn may play up to  
3 Maneuvers during their  turn sequence. 
An enemy player may play up to 2 Maneuvers 
during an enemy’s turn sequence.

played deck maneuvers 
All played/discarded Deck Maneuvers 
should be placed into a single discard pile.

deck maneuvers

discard pile 
Played/discarded Maneuvers are face up. 
Players cannot look through the discard pile.

no table talk 
Players may not tell enemy players what  
specific Deck Maneuvers they’re holding.

multiple maneuvers played 
Multiple Command, Engagement, or  
Aftermath Maneuvers must be resolved in 
the order in which they’re played. 

the deck is depleted 
If all Deck Maneuvers have been drawn,  
reshuffle the discard pile and create a new 
maneuver deck to draw from.



  engagement 
  The effects of  
  Engagement 
Maneuvers only apply to 
the attack or return fire roll 
which they are played before 
and do not carry over to 
other turns.

Engagement Maneuvers can 
be played during enemy turns.

maneuver types

	 	 command	
	 	 The effects of  
  Command  
Maneuvers (attack dice  
bonuses, defense reductions, 
etc.) only apply to the turn in 
which they are played and do not 
carry over to any other turns.

The player taking their turn 
is the only player able to play 
command Maneuvers.

  aftermath 
  Aftermath 
  Maneuvers can 
only be played during the 
Aftermath phase of any 
battle.

After Maneuvers  
can be played during  
enemy turns. 
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territory requirements 
To play a Territory  Maneuver, a player must 
control the specific Territory related to the 
Maneuver.

required ship level 
Territory Maneuvers do not have required 
ship levels.

maneuver types 
As with Deck Maneuvers, Territory Maneuvers 
come in Command, Engagement, or Aftermath 
types with instructions for play found on the 
specific Maneuver itself.

territory 
name
territory icon

maneuver name
when playable
result
redraw when

remaining draw phases

game pieces: maneuvers

territory maneuvers

drawing/stealing
capturing unoccupied territory 
If a player captures an unoccupied territory, 
a player cannot unleash the corresponding 
Maneuver until they’ve drawn it during  
their draw phase.
capturing occupied territory 
If a player captures an occupied territory, 
a player cannot unleash the corresponding 
Maneuver until they’ve stolen it from the 
previous owner during their draw phase. 

The victor immediately removes any remaining 
draw phases from the maneuver, making it 
usable at the next the available opportunity.

cool-down 
Unlike Deck Maneuvers, Territory Maneuvers 
are not discarded after use. 

Immediately after being played, the owner 
must place a territory marker on the 3 draw 
phases remaining icon. During any player’s 
draw phase, the owner may move their maker 
one position to the right. 

Once the marker has been removed entirely, 
the owner is free to play the Maneuver again.



1. play & resolve command maneuvers   
Only the player taking their turn may play and resolve Command Maneuvers. 

2. move your fleet  •  The player taking their tun may move each 
ship they control, once, up to 5 hexagons, in any direction. 

3. explore   •  If the player taking their turn controls a ship adjacent to an 
unexplored  destination, they may reveal the destination by flipping it over.   
 
An individual ship may explore one 
unexplored destination, per turn. 
 
4. engage targets  •  Each individual ship controlled by the player taking 
their turn,  may attack 1 target, per turn.  See pages 9 & 10 for full engagement rules. 

5. upgrade  fleet  •  The player taking their turn upgrades any ship(s) that 
were victorious in combat. Each individual ship must be upgraded if the ship sank 
or captured any target. If a ship they control captured or sank a target, the player 
must upgrade their ship 1 level (by replacing the flag on back of the ship). 

6. draw  •  The player taking their turn draws 1 deck maneuver for each target 
they sank while attacking  and/or territory they captured during the engage 
phase of their turn.

Do not draw deck maneuvers for capturing ships, sinking ships via return fire,  
or sinking ships directly with maneuvers.

 
7. draw/redraw/steal territory maneuvers 
The player taking their turn must Draw/Steal the appropriate territory  
maneuver for any territories they captured. 

All players may Redraw territory maneuvers if they’ve waited the appropriate 
amount of draw phases. 
 
8. player turn ends   •  After the player taking their turn has drawn all the 
appropriate maneuvers, their turn is over and then next player begins their turn.

Each player completes an individual turn comprised of 8 Steps, in order. 

Any sub-steps must also be completed in order. 

unexplored 
destination

7

player turn sequence
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eliminating players & victory conditions

three ways to win 
A player wins the game by achieving any  
one of the three types of victory conditions:

1. fleet victory 
At the end of any player turn, the player 
controlling four, Level 9 ships, wins.

2. last man standing 
At the end of any player turn, the last player 
controlling ships on the board, wins. 

3. a territory victory 
    (tie-breaker) 
    is triggered if:  
    All remaining player ships are destroyed in  
      a single turn.
      count your territories 
      All players who controlled one or more  
      ships during the final turn roll 1 die for each  
      territory they control. 

      The player who rolls the most hits wins 
       the game.

      If the tiebreaker totals tie, the tied 
      players reroll their territory totals until a  
      victor emerges. 
 
 remaining players  
 do not control territories 
 In the unlikely event that all the 
 remaining players do not control any  
 territories, reshuffle the Maneuver deck.  

 Each player cuts the deck. 

 The player who reveals the highest 
 leveled Maneuver wins. If players tie, 
 continue cutting the deck until a 
 winner emerges.

victory conditions

the battle begins 
After the board has been prepared, players  
alternate completing a player turn sequence 
where they move their ships, explore destina-
tions, roll dice to attack targets, draw maneu-
vers, and upgrade victorious ships. 

explore & expand 
In the opening moments of the game, the 
rules of Explore & Expand are in effect,  
allowing players to explore, attack non-player 
targets, draw maneuvers, and upgrade their 
fleet with relative peace of mind.

take no prisoners 
Immediately as the Take No Prisoners card is 
revealed, the temporary truce ends. Players 
are free to attack enemy player ships and con-
trolled territories. Players are also able to play 
Maneuvers at their discretion, both during 
their turn and enemy player turns.

Players continue taking their turns until one 
of the three victory conditions is reached.

course of the game

moment of elimination 
A player is immediately eliminated as their 
last controlled ship is either captured or sunk.

A player’s ship isn’t captured or sunk until all 
Maneuvers have been resolved in the  
Aftermath phase of the potentially final battle. 
 
eliminated player 
territories & maneuvers 
All territories belonging to the eliminated player 
immediately revert to an uncontrolled state.

All of the defeated player’s Maneuvers are 
placed in the Maneuver discard pile.

eliminating players



capture the ship  
The victor immediately takes control of the targeted 
ship at its current level and swaps the color of its  
allegiance. Captured ships may not move or attack 
until the victor’s next Command Phase.  
Captured Privateers become a Level 5 ship. 

player ship /privateer
  
 
  
sink the ship  
The enemy ship is sunk and removed  
from the game. 

successful against:  
territories 
 
 
 
The victor places a marker of their color over  
the territory, immediately putting it under 
their control.

successful against:  
shark/squid 
 
 
 
The shark/squid is destroyed and  
removed from the board.
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1. be adjacent & declare the target   •  The attacking ship must occupy 
a hexagon adjacent to its intended target to initiate a battle. The attacking player must announce 
which target they are about to attack before rolling any attack dice.  
no friendly fire: A player may not attack ships they control.

2. play engagement maneuvers  •  All players may play  
Engagement Maneuvers at their discretion to affect the upcoming attack/return fire.   
The player about to roll the  attack/return fire dice always plays their Engagement Maneuvers last. 
Resolve all Maneuvers in the order in which they were played. 

if maneuvers were played/not played before: 
an attack, proceed to Step 3.   •   return fire, proceed to Step 4.

unsuccessful
If the combined number of hits  
rolled is less than the  
target’s sink/capture defense,  
the attack is unsuccessful. 

If possible, the target must  
return fire – return to Step 2.

 If the target is unable to  
return fire – proceed to Step 6.

engagement order of operations

sink 
hits ≥ sink                  defense

sink 
hits ≥ sink                  defense

capture 
hits ≥ capture                  defense

capture 
territory 
hits ≥ capture                  defense

unsuccessful 
via ship 
hits < ship’s sink defense

unsuccessful 
via territory 
hits < capture defense

unsuccessful 
via squid/shark/privateer 
hits <target’s sink

successful 
If the combined number of hits rolled is greater than or equal to a target’s sink or 
capture defense, the attack  is successful.  In all instances of a successful attack,  
the target does not return fire. If an attack was successful, Proceed to Step 5.

 attack definition and outcomes



unsuccessful return fire definition and rules 
If the combined number of hits rolled is less than the attacking  
ship’s sink defense, the return fire is unsuccessful – proceed to Step 6.

  
 
  
sink the ship  
The enemy ship is sunk and removed  
from the game. 

attacking player ship

attacking player ship
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3. roll attack dice  •  The attacking player rolls the appropriate amount of 
dice and determines the roll’s outcome. 

4. roll return fire dice   •  The player controlling the target rolls the  
appropriate  amount of return fire dice and determines the roll’s outcome. Ships cannot be 
captured via return fire. Do not draw Maneuvers or upgrade ships for sinking ships via return fire.

5. Play Aftermath Maneuvers   •  All players may play Aftermath Maneuvers specific to 
the attack/return fire outcome. Players resolve all Aftermath Maneuvers in the order in which 
they were played. After all Aftermath Maneuvers have been played (or not played) and resolved, 
proceed to Step 6.

6. The Engagement Ends

unsuccessful
If the combined number of hits  
rolled is less than the  
target’s sink/capture defense,  
the attack is unsuccessful. 

If possible, the target must  
return fire – return to Step 2.

 If the target is unable to  
return fire – proceed to Step 6.

engagement order of operations

sink 
hits ≥ sink                  defense

successful return fire definition and rules 
If the combined number of hits rolled is greater than or equal to a the attacking  
ship’s sink defense, the return fire is successful.  
Immediately sink the attacking ship and Proceed to Step 5.

unsuccessful 
via ship 
hits < ship’s sink defense

return fire definition and outcomes
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1. Determine Player Turn Order & Rotation
All players roll 6 dice each. 

If there is a tie, the tied players reroll 6 dice 
until a winner emerges.

The player who rolls the most hits takes their 
turn first. 

Players alternate taking their turn in a  
clockwise rotation.

2. Place Player Ships on Starting Hexagons
starting hexagons 
Starting hexagons are surrounded 
by a white boarder,  do not have 
coordinates, and are considered 
open ocean.

 
Each player begins with four, Level 5 ships. 

These ships must then be placed on the specific 
hexagons locations as seen on the below.

game setup

player 1 player 2

player 3

player 4



game setup
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3. Players Randomize & Place Destinations on the Board

4. Prepare the Maneuver Deck

1. shuffle destinations 
Randomize all destinations, keeping them compass side up. 

2. each player picks a region of ocean 
Each player selects an ocean region color (1, 2, 3, or 4).  Two players cannot select the same region color. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3. each player finds a set of coordinates  
To find a set of coordinates, randomly draw 2 Maneuvers from the Maneuver deck and pair 
their numbers (Required Ship Level) together, always placing the highest number first.  
For instance, if a player drew a 5 and a 9, their coordinates would be 95, never 59. If a player 
reveals two Maneuvers with the same number, recut the deck until two different Maneuver 
numbers are revealed. Each player must generate a 1 set of coordinates. 
 
4. each player places destinations  
Within their selected ocean region color, each player places 1 destination, compass side up, on 
each hexagon with their set of revealed coordinates.(6 to 7 destinations should be placed by 
each player).

1 2

3 4
ocean  
region

All ocean regions  
contain the same  
number of  
coordinates.

5. The Game Begins
2. the first player begins 
their turn sequence 
Other players’ turns follow 
in a clockwise rotation.

1. shuffle the maneuver deck

1. read explore 
& expand  
Make sure every player is 
aware of the rules set by 
Explore & Expand. 

2. place take no prisoners into the maneuver deck
2 player game: Place TNP, 8 cards from the top of the Maneuver Deck.

3 player game: Place TNP, 12 cards from the top of the Maneuver Deck.

4 player game: Place TNP, 16 cards from the top of the Maneuver Deck.
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